Subject: Activities Occurring Within the San Francisco Domain.

Threat Summary:
The San Francisco Domain Team assesses with medium confidence that

Scope:
The goal of this product is to identify the

1 (U) High Confidence generally indicates that judgments are based on high-quality information from multiple sources or from a single highly reliable source, and/or that the nature of the issue makes it possible to render a solid judgment.

(U) Medium Confidence generally means that the information is credibly sourced and plausible, but can be interpreted in various ways, or is not of sufficient quality or corroborated sufficiently to warrant a higher level of confidence.

(U) Low Confidence generally means that the information’s credibility and/or plausibility is questionable, the information is too fragmented or poorly corroborated to make solid analytic inferences, or that the FBI has significant concerns or problems with the sources.
Key Judgments

1. The San Francisco Domain Team assesses with medium confidence that the...

(Continued on next page)

Background:

According to the 2000 Census, the San Francisco domain was...
(S) The San Francisco Domain Team assesses with medium confidence that the

(S) As indicated in the previous DIN, the

(S) Recruitment Activity

(S) The San Francisco Domain Team assesses with high confidence th
However, because the desire to spread their religion to others is Constitutionally-protected religious activity,
This reporting is singular and would need to be corroborated to
Outlook:

(U) (S) Investigative efforts are under way to determine whether

Source Coverage:

(U) (S)(NF) The San Francisco Collection Management Team assesses that San Francisco division currently has
The San Francisco Collection Management Team assesses that San Francisco division currently had

Additionally, the San Francisco Collection Management Team identified

Recommendations:

ACLURM007921
End Notes:

1. See [citation] for some of this reporting. The remainder of the reporting will be documented in [citation] (serial pending).

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid., see also [citation].